for w = 2 by H. Jordan [8] , Schur [10] , and others, and for n = 3 and » = 4 by Steinberg [12] , who has also [13] done important work in the general case.
We are concerned here with "ordinary" characters, that is, characters of representations by matrices with complex coefficients. Let xi, • • -, X* be the distinct absolutely irreducible ordinary characters of a group ® of order g. By a character of @ (often called a "generalised character"
or "difference character")
we mean a class-function <j> on ® of the form <t> = Y QiXi
where the af are rational integers. If the at are non-negative integers, so that <f> is the character of a matrix representation of ®, <b will be called a proper character.
For any two complex-valued class-functions x. $ on ®, define the "scalar product" (X, *) = -Y x(x)$(x), g .e® and "norm" ||x|| = (x, x)-We have two classical principles for calculating the irreducible characters of ®:
4 character % of ® is irreducible if and only if ||x|| = 1, and x(l) >0 (we use 1 for the identity element of ®), and Two irreducible characters x, ^ of ® are distinct if and only if (x, ^0 =0. Let q be a fixed prime-power, and write ®n = GL(n, q). Characters of ®" are derived from two sources; from the subgroups of ®" on the one hand, and from the defining representation of ®" (this is of course a modular representation) on the other. The use of subgroups is based on Frobenius' treatment (Frobenius [5] ) of the characters of the symmetric group ©" (cf. Steinberg [13] ). Let V" be the space of n-vectors with components in %=GF(q), the finite field of q elements. An element A C ©B is a linear operator on F" by the usual product vA (vC F").
Let n=si+s2+
• • ■ +sk he a partition of n into positive integers s<, and let F(0 be the subspace of Let <vf" be the space of all class-functions on ®» (» = 1, 2, • ■ • ), and let zA be the (restricted, or weak) direct sum zZn-i ^n-Since Frobenius' induced character formula can be applied to any class-function \p, we may define «i o a2, as above, for any aiG<vfi" a2£e/f," and extending this definition by linearity, e/f becomes a commutative, associative algebra over the complex field S.
This o-product generates characters of ®" from those of the groups ®m (m<n). To start this inductive process and to keep it going, we need our second construction. This is the following theorem, which is based on R. Brauer's fundamental characterisation of characters of finite groups (Brauer [1] ).
Write M(%) for the multiplicative group of any field ft, and £ for the field of complex numbers. Theorem 1. Let x->R(x) (xC®) be any representation of a finite group © by nonsingular nXn matrices R(x) with coefficients in a finite field g*. Suppose that %* contains, for each xC&, the latent roots where a, 0dM(GF(q)) and a^0, while n, i)qdM(GF(q2)) are roots of an irreducible polynomial over GF(q) of degree 2. A uniform function U on ®2 is characterized by two independent functions ("principal parts"): U'(a, 0), which is defined for a, 0dM(GF(q)) and is symmetric ina, 0, and L7"(r;)(1), defined for i]EM(GF(q2)) and satisfying.U"(ri) = U"(r)q). The values on the different classes are then given by U(ci) = (q + l)U'(a, a)/2 + (-q + l)U"(a)/2, U(c2) = U'(a, a)/2 + U"(a)/2, U(ct) = U'(a, P), U(c<) = U"(v).
In the degeneracy rule occur polynomials Qfc(q), defined for each pair p, X of partitions of each positive integer n. These are expressed in terms of further polynomials which were first introduced by P. Hall (in unpublished lectures, Hall [7] ); the Q^(q) are closely connected with the characters xj of the symmetric group ©".
The uniform functions on ®", for n = l, 2, • • • , generate a subspace V oi the algebra zA. Theorems 7 and 8 ( §5) show respectively that V is a subalgebra of z/i, and that V contains the characters which are provided by Theorem 1. Theorem 11 ( §6) gives, with the aid of certain remarkable orthogonality relations (Theorem 10) satisfied by the Q^(q), a formula for the scalar product of two uniform functions. The simplicity of this formula is the chief technical advantage from introducing this type of function.
(') We use a slightly different notation for V and t7" in the general case (see Definition
4.12).
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In Theorem 14 ( §8) we give explicit formulae for all the irreducible characters of ®", in terms of certain "basic characters," whose values at any class can in turn be computed by the degeneracy rule. A complete table of characters can therefore be written down as soon as the polynomials Q\(q) are known. Tables of Q),(q) for partitions p, X of » = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are given in an Appendix. Theorem 14 includes also explicit formulae for the degrees of all the irreducible characters.
There is an extremely complete duality between the rows and columns of the character table of ®". The rule given in Theorem 14, by which the characters are obtained from the basic characters, is in effect a dual degeneracy rule which involves the characters Xp OI the symmetric group ©" in place of the Q\(q).
I should like to express my gratitude to Professor P. Hall for permission to use two unpublished theorems of his (Theorems 3 and 4) and also to Dr. W. Ledermann, who read the manuscript and made many valuable suggestions.
1. Notation, conjugacy classes, and class types. Let g = gi be the Galois field GF(q) with q elements. Write %d = GF(qd) (d = l, 2, ■ ■ ■). We regard each %d as an extension of 8 = Si. and we can think of the gd, for l^d^n, as subfields of %* = %n\-The automorphisms of g* over g are the mappings «->«*■ (aC 8*)
for r=0, 1, • ■ • , n\ -1, the elements a of degree d (over §) are those for which exactly d oi the conjugates 2 a, a', aq , .
• ■ ■ are distinct, and the subfield %d consists of 0 together with all elements of degree dividing d. (The zero element 0 is conventionally excluded from the set of elements of degree 1.) The roots of an irreducible polynomial/(f) over % of degree d^n are regarded as being in our universal field %*; they form of course a set of conjugate elements a, a", • ■ ■ , ««" of degree d (unless f(t) =t).
Two matrices A, BC®n are conjugate in ©" if and only if they are similar over g (for which we shall write .4~P) in the usual sense of matrix theory. Let/(<) =td -ad-itd~1-■ ■ ■ -a0 be a polynomial over g, of degree d. Define the matrices 1 1 U(f) = Ui(f) = ., For many purposes, however, we shall prefer the following more systematic description of classes. Let E be the set of irreducible polynomials f=f(t) over 5, of degrees =n, excepting the polynomial t. Write d(f) for the degree of fdF. The class c is described by the function vc(f) on E, whose value vc(f) is^the partition (possibly zero) with which / is associated in the canonical form of a matrix of c (as, for example, /< is associated with Vi in the case above).
Let us write |p| for the integer of which v is a partition. Then we see at once Lemma 1.1. Let v(f) be a partition-valued function on'F. Then there exists a class c of ®" such that v(f)=vc(f) (each fdF) if and only if (*) Cf. Jacobson, Lectures in abstract algebra, vol. II. The canonical form displayed there differs from ours, in that the matrix which corresponds to our Um(J) (see Jacobson, p. 97) has, in place of li, a dXd matrix whose coefficients are all zero, except for a coefficient unity in one corner. However our matrix is similar to Jacobson's, provided that the roots of the irreducible polynomial fit) are all distinct, which is certainly the case when the coefficients are in a finite field.
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We shall denote the class c by the symbol
By the latent roots, characteristic polynomial of a class c, we mean the corresponding things for a matrix of c. A class c is principal if each vc(f) = {1} or 0; alternatively, the characteristic polynomial F(t) oi c has no repeated factors, so that the latent roots of c are all distinct. If F(f) has ra factors of degree d (d = l, 2, ■ • • , n) we say c is of principal type p, p being the parti- The number t(n) appears as the number of rows or columns of a character table of ©". This is because the irreducible characters, which by a wellknown theorem of representation theory are the same in number as the conjugacy classes, themselves collect into types in a corresponding way, and the values of all the characters of a given type at all the classes of a given type can be included in a single functional expression.
It is not hard to show that t(n) is the coefficient of x" in the power-series expansion of
where pn is the number of partitions of n, and p(x) is the partition function zZn-o PnX" = 1/(1 -x)(l -x2) • • • . We suppress the proof, because the result is not required for our investigation of the characters of ®n, but give below some values of t(n); these are most easily calculated with the help of this formula. n = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 t(n) = 1 4 8 22 42 103 199.
For the number c(n, q) of classes of &n = GL(n, q), there is a similar generating function 00 00 zZ c(n, q)x" = jj P(xd)w(d-q),
is the number of irreducible polynomials/(f) of degree d over GF(q). We see from this that for given n, c(n, q) is a polynomial in q with constant rational coefficients.
2. Hall's polynomials. Induced characters. A module (V, ft) is an abelian group V equipped with a set ft of endomorphic operators. We shall assume also that ft contains the identity automorphism of V. Two modules (V, ft), (VJ, ft') are equivalent if the abelian groups V, V are isomorphic (we shall then identify V and V), and ft and ft' generate the same ring of endomorphisms of V. It is clear that equivalent modules have isomorphic submodule lattices, and isomorphic automorphism groups. Let A be any nXn matrix with coefficients in %. Write Va = VA(%) for the module which has V=Vn as abelian group, and for operators the scalar multiplications g, together with A. Write V\= V\(q) = Ft/x(/)(g), where f(t)=t, and X is any nonzero partition; we may also define V0(q)=0. It is where &i = &2= • • • =^»>0 are the parts of the partition conjugate to X, and £,+i=0 (see, for example, Littlewood [9] ), and by Definition 2.2. <j>r(t) = (1-*)(1 -t2) ■ ■ ■ (1-f) if r^ 1, <t>o(t) = 1;
. This formula is easily obtained by considering the centralizer algebra C of the of the matrix U\, whose dimension Frobenius has given by an expression (see, for example, Wedderburn, Lectures on matrices, or Jacobson, Lectures in abstract algebra, vol. II) which may be reduced to | x| +2n\. It is not hard to see that the quotient of C by its radical is the sum of total matrix algebras of degrees ks-k2, k2 -k3, --■ , k" respectively, and from this the order ox(g) of the group ^4x(2) of units of C may be written down. [November (n\ is given by Definition 2.3.) ( We shall use from this theorem only the fact that the degree in q of fv-x^g)
is «x-»x,-• • • -«x*, unless g\...\k(q) vanishes identically.) The following is a very brief sketch of the proofs of these results. Hall introduces for each partition X a symbol Y\ and among these a multiplication Txr" = zZ gx>,.
V (It will be seen from the proof of Lemma 2.5 that it is enough to prove Theorems 3 and 4 for the gx"-) If we write £m = r(imj, and $x = Ei,E*, ■ ■ ■ Eki (in the notation of Definitions 2.2 and 2.3), we find $x = I\ + JZ cxX, in which the C\" are zero unless p. is a partition of n= |X| which precedes X in the usual ordering of partitions.
Next, the CxM are polynomials in q with rational integer coefficients; this is proved inductively by first calculating explicitly the coefficient gx,U»>! of Tp in Y\Em (for given partitions X, p and given integer m). This implies that the Tx can be expressed in terms of the 4>M with coefficients which are polynomials in q. Theorem 3 now follows at once, for we have 4>x4>" =4>" where k is the partition whose conjugate has for its parts those of the conjugates of X and p, taken together. 
The proof follows from the easily verified facts, that gn=^n(q) qCn-» is the order of ®n, and that the order of §n...,t is g,, ■ • • g,kq', where A subgroup S of ® is elementary if it is generated by an element x£®, together with a Sylow ^-subgroup ^3 of the centralizer of x in @, p being any prime which does not divide the order of x. Thus S is the direct product of ty with the cyclic subgroup generated by x.
Proof of theorem 1 (4). We may assume that the homomorphism is in fact any prescribed isomorphism of M(%*) into ilf(&). For otherwise, since M(%*) is cyclic, we have 0=</>f where <f> is the prescribed isomorphism and i is some integer. (By </>'" we understand here the function defined by <p'(a)=<j>(ai).) Then we have only to apply the theorem (supposed proved for <f>) to the symmetric function S(t\, 4, • • • , 4).
Suppose %* has characteristic p and contains p° elements, and let K be the algebraic number field obtained by adjoining the (pa-l)th roots of unity to the rationals. For any prime ideal divisor p of p in the ring 7 of integers of K, we have 7/p^g*; let us identify 7/p with g*. Let R be the group of (pa-l)th roots of unity in 7C, then distinct elements of R have distinct residues modulo p. Since we may choose the isomorphism 6 arbitrarily, we assume that it is the inverse of the isomorphism k-»ic = /c + p (nCR) of R onto Af(,5*), so that a~o=a for each a6M(8*). and R(y) commute, so they can be transformed simultaneously to triangular matrices; we can assume that
. 0 ' Ux)\ 10 ' 1.
Thus R(xy) =R(x)R(y) has latent roots £i(«), • ■ ■ , £B(x), which proves (5) (cf. Brauer and Nesbitt, loc. cit.).
Suppose for a moment that x denotes an arbitrary proper character of §. We may extend x to JQXSt by (5), and this extension is a character of t&XSt, because xy->x is a homomorphic mapping of § X St onto §. By linearity this result applies to any character x of §, and therefore to our present case. We have now shown that x is a character on every elementary subgroup (5 of ®, and so by Brauer's Theorem, x is a character of ®.
We take R to be the defining representation E(4) =4 (4 £®") of ®", and g* = GE(gn!) as in §1. Let 6 be a fixed isomorphism of M(%*) into M(&). 6 is a generator of the character group of the cyclic group M(%*), so that 6 has multiplicative order gnl - , is a character of ©", for any integer k, and any positive integer r^n. The case r=n gives the linear character 0*(det 4); we get q-1 different linear characters in this way, and it will later appear that these are all the linear characters of ®" (except in the case » = g = 2).
Let us consider the value of the character o\ at a principal class c = (fift ■ ■ ■ fs) of ®n;/i, ft, ■ • • ,/jv are distinct polynomials from E whose degrees d\, dt, ■ • ■ , dx add up to n. From each/,-(i = 1, 2, • • • , N) choose a single root y,-, so that yf (u = 0, 1, • • • , dt-l) are all the roots of/,-. Write ti = Bk(yx) and ^ = 6k(yf). We shall consider tf, if to be distinct "variables" if and only if u^v (mod di); we have then a set of n variables
, a a* a*tt-'
for, for, for, • • • , for
By its definition, crf(c) = /Jm, the sum of the C",r monomials m of degree r in these variables, which contain each variable at most once.
If P is a set of permutations of the variables (6) , and m is a monomial, write Pm tor the sum of the different monomials which can be obtained from m by application of elements of P. Let Dt be the cyclic group of order di generated by the permutation which takes tf to tf (u=0, 1, • ■ • , di -1) and leaves fixed the variables in the other rows of (6). Let T be the~subgroup generated by Di, • • ■ , DN; it is the direct product of these groups.
If we collect the terms m of o$(c) = zZm into sets of monomials m transitive under T, we get (7) 0-1(6) = zZM, summed over all sums M of such T-transitive sets. Each M in (7) has the form M= Tm, for some m, and if we write m = mim2 ■ • ■ m^, mi being the product of the factors in m which are from the ith row of (6) (mi = l if there are no such factors), it is clear that
To study a single factor 7>jW, of (8) This function, which is fundamental in the present work, will appear only in cases where the degree of 7 divides se (that is, whenydM(%se)).
In this event T,,e(k:y) = TSie(k:yq), so that Ts,e(k:y) is really a function of the irreducible polynomial/which has y as a root. We can therefore write Ts,e(k:y) = Ts,e(k:f) without ambiguity.
We have from the definitions of A and 5, Dm = tA + tA" + ■ ■ ■ + t^""1.
Taking B to be the primitive 5-set derived from A above, and writing Thus the left-hand side of (15) There are close connections between these polynomials Q^(q) and the characters xi °f the symmetric group @", and in §6 we shall discover certain "orthogonality relations" among the ££. For the moment we content ourselves with two elementary observations. We write Up(xpa) = U"(x"m), if m is the mode of a. Up is in fact just a complex-valued function on the set of modes m of substitution of X".
In practice it is often convenient to express Up in terms of the p-roots. We 
It is clear that if m is a mode of substitution into c, it is equally a mode of substitution into c', where c' is any class for which I ".'(/) I = k(/)| (each fC F).
When this is the case we write c«c', and say that c, c' are isobaric. A given mode of substitution defines, by (S2), a unique set of isobaric classes. The functions L^x') are called the "principal parts" of U, U" being the "p-part." Formula (18) is called the degeneracy rule. Examples. We have at once Lemma 4.14. 4wy uniform function U is the sum Yi> Up of basic uniform functions U" of types p(\p\ =n). A distribution ir will mean a 1-1 mapping of I'WI' onto XT which preserves the degree of each variable; ir, ir' are equivalent if <j>ir-ir' for some degree-preserving permutation <j> of X'UX" which leaves each of the sets Xp, X" invariant. An equivalence class p of such distributions may be called a mode of distribution of XpVJX" into XT. We shall prove summed over all classes C\, c2 of ®m, ®n respectively, and all modes mi, m2 of substitutions of X", X" respectively into C\, c2. If mi is a mode of substitution of X" into c\, it is equally a mode of substitution of X" into any class c{ isobaric to ci, and with this in mind we can write (21) as 
Properties of uniform functions.
where in £g(SA) the summation is over all submodules Sk containing D, for which the dimension of Sk/D isd -k (and for which, therefore, the dimension of Sic is n -k). This formula (which is based on the identity (30) below) can be proved in just the same way as the corresponding formula for p-groups. In our case, £g(S*) =(n -k)Nf, for by the induction hypothesis, g(Sk) is equal to the ^-dimension of Sk, provided that this is less than n; that is, if £2:1. Therefore
We have however the identity (Hall, loc. cit.)
£ q^Ntt" = (1 + t)(l + qt)...(l + qd-\).
Putting t = -1 in this gives
while if we differentiate with respect to t, and then put t = -1, we find (15) is now a relation between the principal p-parts of the uniform functions 3>v and <r*.
The character l\\v] is defined, in the proof of Theorem 5, inductively with the help of (15). We have shown that the same relation (15) holds between the uniform functions Ej[z>] defined in Theorem 9. Therefore we can prove, inductively, that the character and uniform function coincide, and this is the assertion of Theorem 9.
The degeneracy rule (18) allows us to calculate, in terms of the polynomials ()pi the values of these characters Ej[fl] at any class.
Example (i). ?7=.Zf [2] is a character of ®4. We have that t7p = 0 for all partitions p of 4 except p = {22} and p = {4}. Let x2X, x22 be the {22} -variables, and let xiX be the {4} -variable (in our general notation these sets of variables would be distinguished by superscripts {22} and {4} respectively). Then We shall find that when U, V are uniform functions, (U, V) has a very simple expression (Theorem 11). First however we shall write down certain remarkable "orthogonality relations" satisfied by the polynomials $. The proof will be given later. With the help of these relations we can prove are integers, and this must be true for each prime-power q. Now by Lemmas 2.4 and 4.3, these are each rational functions in q whose numerator is of smaller degree than the denominator, provided that n> 1. Thus they tend to zero as q-> <*>. This means that for all sufficiently large prime-power values of q they are zero, and therefore they are identically zero.
Incidentally we have proved We have yet to show that this is a character; the coefficients XxAx are not all integers. But we do know (Littlewood, loc. cit.) that {X} can be expressed as a rational integral combination of products of the form (1 -g)-(1 -g*)-
Consider now the homomorphism of the algebra S into the field of rational functions in a variable q, which is defined by P,^-- We may remark that if p=sir, then ep(q) =eT(q'); and then using 7.3, It is easy to give a direct proof of this, but it is a special case of a Lemma (8.3) which will be proved in the next section. The condition on k which is described is equivalent to the statement A*(&, k) = l.
Let e be a generator of M(%*), and let e, = e(«*'~1,/(«'_1) (l^s^n). e, is a generator of M($s). Each nonzero element of %, has an expression e*, and in this, k is uniquely determined mod (q'-l). The condition for ej to have the degree 5 is that all its 5 conjugates e*, ef", • ■ • , ej"~ should be distinct, which means that (42) k,kq,---, kq'-1 are distinct residues mod (g*-1). In this circumstance we shall say that each of the integers (42) is an s-primitive, and that the set (42) is an s-simplex g (or a simplex g of degree 5) with k, kq, ■ ■ ■ , /kg*-1 as its roots. The correspondence between the 5-simplex g and the irreducible polynomial of degree 5 which has «J, ej*, • • • , e^~ as its roots, proves ,Go (H stands for o-product, and a factor for which v(g)=0 is omitted) is an irreducible character of ®", and the only irreducible characters of ®" are those obtained in this way. Isobaric dual classes can be defined, as in §4. We depart from the strict analogy with §4 when dealing with the "dual p-roots." We define a set 77' of n symbols, of which . We may think of these as "exponents" of corresponding p-roots, say eddi=^di (e<* is the generator of M(%d) which was defined in §7). If a substitution a of X" takes £<« to an element 7 = ej of Af(S*) which has degree s (s divides d), the effect in terms of exponents is to take hdi c «(,rf_i)/(4«_i) Ui = «<* to 7 = t, = id
Here c is an s-primitive, since ej has degree 5. We do not propose to use any such explicit correspondence between 77" and S" as that just described, but give this as explanation of the following For, according to (47), ( -l)n~mBp(h) is the irreducible character described by the "principal" dual class For general values of the hdi, this character is of course not irreducible.
(2) Dual class "types" can be defined in the same way as class types were defined in §1. For example, all the "principal characters" (48) (for a given partition p) are of the same type. It is quite easy to set up systems of "type variables," both for nonprincipal types, and for nonprincipal dual types, and to show, using the two degeneracy rules (18) and (47) , that all the values of characters of a given type, at classes of a given type, are expressible by a single function in these variables. For example, the value of any character (48) at any principal class of type p is obtained by suitably specializing the variables in the formula ( -l)m-nBp(hl".^"). All the characters of a given type have the same degree. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
